JINAN COMPANIES 12.4.2016

Shandong Shenzhou Keyuan CO., Ltd.

Shandong Shenzhou Kaiyuan Investment Co., Ltd. was founded in 2014 with a registered capital of 10 million yuan, with more than 50 employees and is located in the China Aerospace Science Technology Park in Jinan High-tech Zone. It is an investment management company for satellite applications, intelligent CNC applications, industrial park construction, intelligent buildings and technical building services.

Shandong Keyuan Shenzhou Investment Ltd. also holds shares of Shandong Bingxin Building Materials Co., Ltd. and Jining Huachen Electronics Co., Ltd. built with the growth and development of the company and operates Shenzhou Keyuan successfully Aerospace Science Technology Industrial Park. Shenzhou Keyuan brought satellite technology for China Mobile, Shandong Jingxin EMCO Park project for the application. In cooperation with CiiiC, Shandong University, German 3S and Shenzhen Huaya, Shandong Shenzhou Keyuan the development of digital industrial and robotic applications is active in the field.

Under the motto cooperation, innovation and win-win business, our company is looking for more partners to develop satellite technology and its application and is ready to participate in creating a brilliant future.

Cooperation wishes: Mechanical Parking System

Participants:

Hao Yanbin, President

Wang Li, Vize General Manager

Shandong Yilin Technology CO., Ltd.

Shandong Yilin Technology CO., Ltd. is established in the context of the modernization of the construction industry. The main business is the research and development of intelligent crane, the controller and related products. The products are projects in the field of construction and hydropower.

Yilin has much independent intellectual property. Of which there are three invention patents, four utility model patents. The representative research results are: 1. Finite element analysis technology with the design of the crane. With techniques such biasing force, moment of force-Adaptive, outward slope system etc., Yilin has developed tower crane. 2. Yilin has for first time theorized that the security can be controlled by the rotation of the top of the tower crane. And it developed many special products for tower crane, such. As stiffness tester, the anti-bumping system, the anti-deviation sensor, the Gruppenkontrollierungssystem, the electronic coupling platform and display and storage devices.

Participants:

Han Jinan, President

Han Younan, VP of Sales
Shandong Aiwei Communication Co., LTD

Shandong Aiwei Communication Co., LTD (Aiwei), as the full qualified hi-tech enterprise with exclusive 1.8GHz wireless frequency and related telecommunication resources, was founded in June 2015, Jinan, Shandong province. Aiwei launched Communications Alliance in China International ICT Innovation Cluster (CIIIC) and became the director of the board in 2007. Also, the Wi-Fi engineering and technology research and development center was approved to be established by provincial government in 2008. Subsequently, Aiwei became the member of the Modern Port-shipping Information and Service Innovation Union and China Beidou Industrialized Application Alliance respectively in 2011 and 2013. Additionally, it is equipped with patent rights of wireless vehicle-mounted and ship-borne system.

Aiwei, as the professional information and telecommunication services operator of the government and industry, has always been devoting itself to set up and develop the NGN network and platform for urban informatization, combine with the public resource to meet the demands of smart city, provide all-around virtual network data support and solution of the load of platform, network transmission, data analysis and integration and so on at the following the areas: emergency communication, E-administration, logistic informatization, industrial informatization, safety program, transportation.

During the period of the Eleventh National Game in 2009, with the support of General Administration of Sport and the provincial government, Aiwei has been highly praised for accomplishing the task of information security which was undertaken by foreign companies before. Aiwei provides the solutions to the establishment of provincial-level sports information system, which carries out the leading provincial level sports information center. Shandong Aimei Sports and Internet Tech. Co., Ltd, as part of Aiwei, is the pointed provider of national and provincial sports industry trading platform, and became the member of internet plus sports committee in 2015.

Qingdao Aitong Infor. & Tech. Co., Ltd is Aiwei’s holding company which is skilled in the area of researching and manufacturing the mobile broadband communication system. There are several high-end overseas returnees and experts of Thousand Talents Program working here. The core technology is smart and multi-antenna OFDM system which is specialized in research and develop the LTE communication products.

Jinan Aiyi Infor. & Tech. Co., Ltd is another holding company of Aiwei, which works on dealing with the mass video data and helps the police with the video investigation system. The company is able to search about 700 kinds of different video formats with using of individual exploration box, video editing system and application platform system. Furthermore, there is one laboratory for investigating video which has become the sample program of mass data application.

Cooperation wishes: WIFI base station (outdoor), industrial-grade intelligent terminal products (R&D)

Participants:

Zhao Bing, President
Jinan Jovision Technology Co., Ltd.

Cooperation wishes:

1. would like to start up a branch in Europe (for R&D and saling). The form could be, building by themselves or merger or joint venture...

2. technical communication with companies in the area of audio, video, image processing technique, intelligent video analyzing, cloud computing, IC, smart city...

Participants:

Xing Xinzhi, CEO

Biobase Biodustry(Shandong) Co., Ltd.

BIOBASE group, founded in 2007 and been through high and stable development for 8 years, who is now with revenues of one hundred million, 400 employees in China and abroad offices, 22.4 acres land industry parks and 20000 square meters production base.

The products we manufacture extends to most of the laboratory items and scientific analytical equipments. Our mission is to enable our customers to make the world healthier, cleaner and safer.

BIOBASE group invests in science and technology research, aim to keep improving products performance and quality as well as develop new products to meet customers wide requirement.

We satisfy our customers by offering comprehensive support, purchase convenience and we are ready to serves more and more BIOBASE users.

BIOBASE group, serving global distributors and its loyal end users, is becoming one of the most important scientific services supplier.

Participants:

Gan Yiwu, General Manager

Yuan Wenhu, VP

Jinan GUDE Electronic Device Co., Ltd.

Jinan Gude Electronic Device Co. Ltd (JGD) is one of the leading independent companies in semiconductor industry. The firm focus on all range of rectifiers, signal diodes and related products for industries such as automobile, telecommunications, Industrial control and LED lighting.

Participants:

Li Songyan, General Manager
Shandong Haiyou Talent Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

Shandong Haiyou Talent Venture Capital Co., Ltd was established in 2015 and positioned as an Angel investment fund. The company aims to invest in Startups and High-technology companies founded by talents. The company also has subsidiaries such as Haiyou High-tech business incubator Co. Ltd and ThinkTank Makerspace, which aim to assist high-level talents all over the world to start their businesses in Shandong with one-stop services and offer convenience to the development of enterprise industrialization.

The company is composed of Financial investment, Project management and Technology evaluation operating teams. All our consultants have entrepreneurial business experiences and international education background. The Project evaluation team consists of experienced professionals as domestic and overseas well-known universities professors, experts and researchers, involving majors such as IT and TMT area, Pharma Medicine and Biological Sciences, New Materials and Sustainable Energy, and intelligent manufactory, chemical and cultural industries.

**Cooperation wishes:** attracting overseas Chinese coming back to China and starting up business.

Jinan Gude Electronic Device Co. Ltd (JGD) is one of the leading independent companies in semiconductor industry. The firm focus on all range of rectifiers, signal diodes and related products for industries such as automobile, telecommunications, Industrial control and LED lighting.

*Participants:*
- Lin Hui, President
- Zhuang Lulu, General Manager

Shandong Huawei Hydraulic Technology Co., Ltd.

See attachment

**Cooperation wishes:** Hydraulic area. They are glad to hire retiree with rich experience in the area of plunger pump in Europe as their expert.

*Participants:*
- Zuo Guohua, General Manager